Dawood Public School
Secondary Section
Summer Vacation Homework 2021-22
Grade VI promoted to Grade VII
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Task 1:
For this summer’s learning task, we would like you to become a diary writer. So! Write a diary
entry for the topic given below:
“The Best Day of my Summer Vacation”
Word limit: 100-120 words
For the entry try and include the following things:
●
●
●
●
●

Date and/or time
How you were feeling
What have you learned on that day
What other activities you did
Who you had spoken to or seen

Check your diary entry according to the given checklist:
Included the date and/or time?
Written in the First person?
Used past tense?
Told events in chronological order?

Included personal emotions and feelings?
Used time conjunctions
E.g. before, after, as, when, while, until etc.

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Task 2:
Report Writing
Watch the video and browse the links which will assist you to write a report on the French
revolution and it will also be great fun to solve the quiz.
Video:

https://youtu.be/IIDfZ-8o4jE

Reference:

https://www.ducksters.com/history/french_revolution/
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/French-Revolution/353712

Quiz: Solve the quiz for fun and evaluate your learning about the French Revolution.
https://quizlet.com/184925608/learn
Prepare a report of ONE page about the French revolution. You can include the following points;
●
●
●
●
●
●

The conditions and events that led to the Revolution.
Events during the revolution
The types of government France had before and after the Revolution.
What is Bastille Day?
Why do the French still celebrate Bastille Day?
What was the outcome of the French revolution?

Instructions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Please write according to your understanding and avoid copy/paste.
Use an A 4 paper to write your report (color is your preference).
Printed copy will also be acceptable.
If you are submitting a hand written report use both sides of the page to write.
You can also add images of the French revolution.
Attach the report in the portfolio. (instruction given below)
Print the first three chapters of Book 1 ‘The Tale of Two Cities’ written by Charles
Dickens, Highlight the French settings and add the print in your portfolio.

Portfolio:
A portfolio will be prepared where we will keep a complete and thorough record of the
characters, themes, literary devices, plot development, events, analysis and
interpretations, etc. that we come across in the story. The content that we will cover
throughout the year will be recorded in this portfolio which will be a great assistant for
writing the book review at the end of the session.
You can either use plastic portfolio file or a clip file

MATHS
Q.1 Fill in the appropriate values to make Mathematical equations true.

Q.2 Make a model of 3-D shapes with the help of ice cream sticks, card sheet, or any available
material and write down properties of them. (Cube, cuboid and cylinder).

Q.3 Paste wrapper of different snacks (at least 5 of different shapes) on the A4 paper sheet and
find Area and perimeter of those wrappers.

Q.4 Convert the given recipe to serving of 100 and 200.

SCIENCE
Complete all the tasks and maintain the file for all the tasks so it can be submitted after the
Summer Vacations.
Task 1:
1. Visit a garden in your school/neighbor
2. List down as many animals as you observe like insects, frogs, lizards on the grass, plants,
trees, ponds etc.

3. Study their inter-relationships.
4. Make a food chain/food web to show their food habitats
5. Sketch the diagrams to represent the food chain.

Task 2:
To find out the nutrients present in different packed food.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collect 5 packed items that are available in the market.
Make a list of nutrients found in them.
Find out the amount of each of the nutrients present in them.
Note down your observations.
From your observations, which food items are good or not good for your health?

Task 3:
Visit a grocery shop in your neighborhood. Find out how the various items are arranged in its
almirah or racks in different groups. How is the concept of sorting of materials applied there
that helps the shopkeepers in doing their work smoothly?
Note your observations and write it on A4 paper.
Task 4:
To observe different types of leaves and find out the most common features.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Collect 20 different types of leaves.
Compare their sizes. Feel their texture (Rough/Smooth)
Observe their margins, apex, and venation.
Tabulate your observations.
Find out which feature has appeared the maximum number of times.
Finally summarize/conclude your observations in form of a statement e.g. Most of the
leaves are around ________cm, _________Texture with _________venation and
_________margin.

Task 5:
Take a few seeds of gram, moong, ground nuts. Soak them in water and allow them to
germinate. Observe.

Task 6:
To find out whether all flowers have four essential parts i.e. sepals, petals, stamen and pistil.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collect 5 different types of flowers.
Dissect the flowers to take out its parts.
Record your observations.
Paste the parts of a flower on an A4 size sheet.
Now compare.

Task 7:
Image formation by plane mirror

1. Stand in front of a plane mirror. You can see your image in the mirror.
2. Examine the following characteristics of image
○ Size and shape
○ Color
○ Details of your face
○ What happens when you move two steps forward?
○ Note down your observations.

Task 8:
Make your own magnet
Things required: Iron nail, bar magnet.
1. Take a long iron nail and place it on a table.

2. Hold one pole of magnet over one end of the nail. Rub the nail with a magnet from one
end A to the other end B.
3. Then lift the magnet and bring it down once again.
4. Repeat fifty times.
5. Test the nail by bringing iron pins near it.
6. Note down your observations.

URDU

http://www.urdulibrary.org/

HOMEWORK FROM DEPARTMENT OF WELL-BEING (DWB)
TRIP TO INNER SELF…
Yay, it's vacation! Meaning we are free to play and relax… This holiday let’s take a trip to our
inner self…. A journey to know ourselves more and freely express. Come on students! It’s time
to pick up your art brushes, colours, paints and explore our inner world. This summer vacations
all of you express yourself through art and show this world the inner colours of your life!
Dawood Public School is organizing an art exhibition in August, therefore, utilizing this vacation
to create the best art work. The exhibition encourages creativity and imagination and provides
an opportunity for students to have their art project displayed in an exhibition. All students are
invited to participate by submitting their artwork. Please follow the below stated pointers:
● The themes to be followed for the art work are:
1. Draw your present state of mind
2. Self-love and Mental Health
3. Mental Health through my eyes
4. Happiness to me is.
5. My ideal world
6. The World around me!
7. Dreams and Wishes
8. My Mind matters!
● Students can pick any one theme from the above stated list for their artwork as per their
choice.
● Interested Students can submit their art work on the given theme by 4th of August to
their respective class teachers.
● Those who want to mention their name, class and section, should mention it on a
separate paper and attach the paper to your art piece with tape so that it does not affect
your artwork.
● Students can use any art medium they want to use for example; acrylic, pastels, sketch,
oil paints etc.
● Students can make it on landscape or portrait as per their choice and convenience.
● The size of the art work is stated in the below given chart:

Size: 6x8 inches
OR
8x8 inches
Size : 8x10 inches
OR
10x10 inches
Size: 10x12 inches
OR
12x12 inches
Size : 8x10 inches
OR
10x10 inches
Size: 10x12 inches
OR
12x12 inches

